Productivity Portal
What is it?
A subscription based cloud solution to help organizations improve staff productivity. It
is designed ground up to better assign, organize, track, and measure your employee
work (tasks, processes and projects) that are not organized by existing IT systems. It
has built in dashboard metrics to view resource usage, spot bottlenecks and measure
cycle times. It complements existing systems or can be the primary system for
organizations with limited IT solutions.

What does it do?

Who can use it?











Helps in managing both structured
and unstructured work
Provides an easy mechanism to update, re-assign and track employee
activities
Track and change employee work
priorities without e-mail clutter
Real time dashboard showing
resource usage details
Provide statistics to spot bottlenecks
and cycle times of processes

www.sbsportals.com






Executives: Provides a dashboard
level view of progressing activities
and staff usage
Managers: Assign, track, coordinate
& quantitatively manage staff work
Staff: Organized task lists, priorities
and an ability to update progress
without laborious reports
Company/Departments: Any
company or department focused
on quantitatively improving staff
productivity

800 974 1841

sales@sbsportals.com

What problems does it solve?





How does it work?

Solve your challenges relating to
tasks, processes, documents,
compliance and productivity
Electronic workflows reduce hand off
times
Structured processes improve
training and minimize the impact
of attrition

Costs and Benefits:











No software, No Hardware, No
dedicated IT staff
Works in conjunction with other existing IT systems or can act as the main
system for small organizations
Can be customized and deployed in
days

How to get started:

No Capital or big upfront investment
Pay as you go
Cancel if you do not see results
Productivity improvement guaranteed
Gives good control on staff utilization



Call our Solution Specialists
@ 800 974 1841



Visit www.sbsportals.com and
register for a webinar

Who is SBS Portals?
SBS Portals is a division of the SBS Group. We have been helping companies for over
25 years in the deployment of technologies to improve paper and business process
challenges. The Portal is the next generation ready-to-use cloud based offering with
features to provide dramatic and rapid results to clients. Our Software is packed with
ready-to-use best practices and is hosted in a secure nationally recognized data center.

www.sbsportals.com

800 974 1841

sales@sbsportals.com

